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THE SALIENCE OF SELECTED VARIABLES.
.

,

, ON CHOICE FOR WWIE ATTENDANCE

AMONG HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
a

r

As an Oject'for study, the motionelpicture medium has
t

historically drawn cohaideiiable research attention from histor-
" .

ians, aestheticians, and students of' law and technology.' Such

research studies' as offereeby scholaiis,from these vari.$13.1.S.

disciplinary perspectives are justified as being both needed arid

importaht. to the.individual wishing to gain a complete under-

standing of cinema. Somewhat surprising, howcimer is the.paucity
, . .

.

of valid and reliable research of tilt recipients -- the consumers --

of motion pictutes. 1

,t

Systematic study of the film,audience properly, 'but not

necessarily exclusively, falls within the purview of social scien-

tists trained in such,, academic disciplines as communications,

psychology, and sociology, among ocliers. While social scientists,

enamored with the other major media of mass communications, have

consistently and prolifically gone about,the business of conduCting

studies resulting in the compiling of encyclopedic volumes devoted
'I _

to the audience for the medium of their interest, the-rese=arch

field on 'film audiences is'largely_unexplored. The mass communica-L

tions student in search of audience analysis for any of the it

S
contemporary mass media but one -- motion pictures, -- is faced

(perhaps intimidated would be a better term in some instances)

with formidable and seemingly never - ending card, catalogue drawers,'

journal articles, convention papers? books, and diovernmental

3
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literature. Film audience researchers, on the other hand, typically

J find themstives inundated with a veritable fdrest of verbiage,

little of which is theoretically and methodologically systematic,

coherent, or valid., The dearth of'published empirical data on

the film audience is clearly illustrated ,by a recent comprehensive

bibliography of such research which reported only 104 entries
A

since 1960.
2 Although the quantity of studies might seem impres-

siveA it is hardly som when considered from the perspective of a

medium with a nearly one hundred year history.
3 The state of the

art in film audience researdb'has"perhaps been beat summarized by

-Simonet:
°

.

Motion picture audience research has been growing as
.a science from humb).e beginnings to more grandiose
beginnings.4 But if seems always to have been making
beginnings.

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY

As has_long been recognized -- at least since 1948, when the

,,
dramatic drop in weekly film admissions began -- contemporary

movie-goers ate/far more

behavior than were their

selective in their film attendance

counterpai3ts when the medium was at its

height in popularity,. The findings of several'studies5 support

the concept of a discriminating audience:- for most individuals,

moviecgoing,appears tb be a directionally specific activity;

people go to a movie, flot the movies. Thus, for most people,

most of the time, we 'need not look for theoriesiof motivation

concerning going to thp° movies; rather, what needs to be

investigated are the decision factors, or salient variables,

V.
N'
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which motivate going, to a movie. Therefore, while the uses and

gratifications approach to mass communications6 might bean

appropriate strategy for examining, understanding, and explaining

movie attendance as a general activity, it would seem a less

appropriate approach when applied to a specific movie attendance.

Moreover, this concept of a discriminating movie audience causes

us to change, for the most part, the focus of our attention away

from such research as the effect of social isolation' and differ-
*

ential personality types
8 as motivations for movie attendance.

An important theoretical issue, therefore, with regard to

film audiences, which has largely been ignoredby social scien-

tists, is the, salience individuals attribute to a variety of film-

specific variables which, in turn, help to determine their particular
#

movie-going experience. Thus, this study-details the results of

an investigation of the importance of 28 potentially influential

variables in movie' attendance decisions. Based on the concept of

a discriminating audience, the research.qaestions this study

addresses are;

1. How important is movie-going as,a leisure-time activity?

2. How important were these 28.va ables in the individuals'

most recent4decision to 'attend movie'and what percentage

of the movie attendance variance was predicted by these,-

28 variables?

THEVETICAL PERSPtCTIVE

To understand, explain, and predict movie-going,'a theoretical

perspective is not only useful but necessary. The purposes of the

a
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present study suggest the relevancy of motivational research.

A cognitive apprOach to motivation which emphasizes that indi-

viduals make behavioral choices baSed on the value of differing

outcomes they perceive as pvailable.to them is the Expectancy x

Value model. Here, it is proposed, persons appraise a given

-situation, formulate possible outcomes of a variety of actions

4

they might take as well as the consequences of those outcomes,

and then choose that behavioral alternative for which the product

ofthese variables is maximal.9 As Korman states, this theory

of motivation most closely approximates the model of "economic'

.10"
man . `

4

As applied to,movie attendance-behavior and the delection of

4 particular film for attendance, Expectancy x Value theory would

suggest that individpals perceive a rumber of variables impinging

upon their movie attendance behavior. These variables, each to

a lesser or greater extent, may be conceptualized as the components

entering the individual's, appraisal process. Concothitantly, the
c.,

variables are likely toy perhaps simultaneously, affect both the

outcomes (decision to attend one film over another) and the

consequenesqe.g., enjoyment of the film selected) of 'the

individual's behavioral choice. The question, then, becomes:
_ .

What is the differential weighting of these'variables that produces

the behavior? The present study seeks to provide at least a

tentitive.answer to this question.

4
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

4.

The.28 variables considered in this study were selected on

the basis of both previous research and intuition. 'A priori,

-these 28 variables may be broadly categorized Into eight areas.:

production personnel (directOr, producer,--screenwriter, male and

'female stars), production elements (music, photography, title,

Motion Picture Assdciation of AmeriCa'.+ating (G, PG, R, ;0),

advertising (previews, anti ads in newspapers, magazines, tele-

vision and radio), criticism an/ reviewing-(in newspapers,,maga-
t,

zines, television, and radio), interpersonal influence (from
, tlo

frie6ds and parents), perception of film.conten-d (plot and genre),

financial costs to the patron (price of admission,, proximity of

.theater,'and incidental)expenses), and other (nomination for and

winning of an Academy Award)._

A myriad of anecdotal reports have stressed the salience of

many of thdse variables as they'relate to a film's popularity and

:I, 11
1

hence, presumably, the individual's motivation process. Such

. strictly speculative, and oftentimeb contradictory, remarks offer

little in the,way of advancing andconfirming the indepelent and

cumulative,Contribution of these variables-to film attendance

A behavior. Although their heuristic value may'be great, .pheir

theOretical utility r4mains questionable until subject to testing.

A few social science reports have investigated some of the

variables considered here independent (or-in, isolation)- of the

othdr variables also considered by this_report (i.e., studies

that researched the impabt of stars, critics, or word-of-mouth
12

4'
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on film attendancet or popularity as discrete objects for scrutiny)'.

For theme purposes of the present study the three reports_to be

reviewed here'are'ok primary significance for two impOrtant
4

reasons. First, all three studies sought to linvestigate the

influence, or importance, of several variables on film choice.

Second, all three studies employed a: ample survey thereby

avoiding methodological pitfalls of non-survey studies"

The earliest4,of the three studies to be discussed here was

,reported by Silvey and Kenyon. 14 Their sample consisted of 831

British movie - goers. Silvey and Kenyon found that, of eight

variables examined, the film's s4bject and Cast were the most
o

important reasons for their sample's most recent,cienema experience
,

and the film's title and producer/director were the least impor-
. .. 1,

tant. Similar results were found by the Los Angeles Times study
15

which investigated 15 variables: subject matter and cast were

the two:,A&t impdrtant factors in 'determining whether or not to

see a movie and the prbducer/director, length of the movie, title,

and results of Academli Awards were least influential.. Austin
16

investigated the importance assigned to 28 variables (the same as

those examined-eby this study) by college students for their most

recent film attendance. As Was found by the other two studies,

subject matter was clearly the most important variable and produc-

,tion personnel (producer, screenwriter, and director) the least

important variables. But Whereas the Times and Silvey and Kenyon
/

studies found actors to be importanti Atistin repclited the -male and

female,stars to be of lessef importance than television advertis-
/

mente, previews, title of the film, and price of admission. In

,
I

..
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,summary, the findings of the three most germane studies, for the

purposes of this report, all agree that subject matter is the

most import.int variable influencing motivation for film dhoice;

"behind-the-screen" production personnel were found to be least.

important.

An important distinction between the Times study'and Austin

and Silvey and Kenyon's research is that the Times report

examined its variables in a context-freg setting (i.e., movie-

going in general)while the other two s dies presented the

respdndents with the variables in a context-specific setting

(i.e., most recent movie-going experience). It can be suggested

that the context-specific approach is methodologically preferable

since respondents' answers can be assumed more accurate, and

hence valid, when asked to recall information as applied to a

specific film situation rather thAn movie-going in general.

I
METHODOLOGY

Respondents to the self-administered questionnaire used for

this study were students enrolled in 9th and 12th-irade English

Composition classes of a northeastern high school.
17 A

nonprobability convenience sample was used. 18 A total of 130

questionnaires were distributed, all of which' were-usable.

Distribution and collection of the questionnaires occurred in
.

4 . .
.

May 1380. r

. .

Respondents ranged'in age from 14 to 19 years (7:16.1 years).
er

The sample was evenly dividd between males and females; 5295'were

9th grade students and 48% were 12th graders. The sample was



subdivided into two groups,.frequent and occasional movie-goers.

Frequent movie-goers were defined as t4Ose respondents who

reported attending films twic
t
a month or more (n=37).

The questionnaire used in this study was designed to assess

the importance respondents assigned to the."28 variables in tIleir-

most recent film- experience and the importance of movie-
,

going as a leisure-time activity. In order to determine most

recent film attendance, the respondents were asked to record the

title of the last movie they had seen.as well as "who or what

drew your attention to the film." Following these two open-ended

questions, the participants, were directed fo indicate their

opinion concerning the importance of each of the 28 variables in,

their attendance d'cision on aseven-po'int rating scale. Response

options ranked from "very important" to "very unimportant."

Importance of movie -ping as a leisure-time activity was measured

by two methods: (1) arrop4n-ended question asked the respondents

. 4 to name theikfavbrite leisure-time activity and (2) the respond'

ents were asked to indicate the importance they assigned movie-
.

going as 2 leisure-time activity on a seven-point rating scale.

A test-retest reliability check on the survey instrument was

conducted. 1? 'Using Pearson product-moment correlation, the over-

all reliability' index of test-retest across a sample of the survey

items was +.70. Individual item coefficients ranged frop +.56

(p4r..001, bne-tailed) to +.98 (p<.001, one-tailed).

1.0

to.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

. The first research question asked: How important/is movie-

going as a leisure-time activity? Responses to the open-ended

questionnaire item inquiring as to the' participants' favorite

leisure-time activity were coded into one of eleven categories.

Overall, going to the -'movies was reported as a favorite leisure -

time activity by 4.2% of the sample; 3.2% of the occasional and

5.4% of the frequent filmgoers-reported going to the movies as

their favorite leisure -time activity. Cowared to other studies

which have asked the same (ot. similar) question, movie-going as

. a favorite activity was, percentage-wise, found to be slightly

more prevalent.in the present study. Among college students

Austin
20 reported that 2.5% of his sample named dtvie-going as

0

their.faVorite leisure activity (.9% among the occasional'and 6%

atong the frequent attenders). The Los Angeles Times study found

that 24 of its total samilp.e and 2.5%4'of the teenagers in its

sample reported movie-going as their favorite leisure activity.

The second method uLd'to measure the importance participants
AN,

assigned to movie-going as a leisure-time'activity was their

response to a, survey iterrywith a seven-point response_ scale

q=very unimportant).. For the sample as a whole the mean\ re;Ronse'

was 4.1; among occasional movie-goer6 the dean response wa 3.6

while frequent movie -goers had amen response of 4.6. Th

ference in mean responses between occasional and fi,equent m vie-

goers, as might'be intuitively suspected, was significant

(t=4.569, df =1.28, 134.001, two - tailed,. By wAy Of comparison,

the college students in Austin's tudy,'responding to the same

1_1 V.-
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question and using the same seven-pointrating scale, had a mean

AesponSe of 3.7 (3.4 for occasional movie-goers and 4.2 for

frequent movie-goers).

Based on the findings of the present study.it can.bp con-
.

eluded that mOvie.-going is considered as a favorite leisure

activity for only a tiny percentage of this sample. Far more

frequently, these respondents reported activities such as sports

and socializing with friends as their favorite leisure-time

activity. However, compared to the college students in Austin's

1981 report the high school students participating-in the study

l'reported here naffed movie-going as a favorite leisure' activi y

more frequently in the open-ended condition and had a higher mean

'response onthe seven-point rating scale. The data seems to

suggest, then' the importance of movie-going as a leisure.

hctivity diminishes with age. Future research might recast the

"favorite leisure-time" question -./i-Irto a more specific context of
(-.

a 4 spectator amusements. By placing movie-going.in such a context,

A.

important comparatime data may be gathered (6.g., movie attendance

vis-a-vis speCtator sports, theater," etc.).

-The second'research question inquired as to the importance

of 28 variables in the respondents' most recent decision to attend

a movie. The respondents repOrted a totaltof 55 different title's.
0

as their most recent movie attended.. A preliminary method for

obtaining information regarding the importance of various factors

on attendance decisions was responses to the open-ended question

which asked "who or what drew your attentionto the film. [most

recently attended.% Responses to this question were coded -into

12

A

4011414.



eight categpries,. Table 1 reports the percentage didtribution
J

Table 1 About Here

4

by type of response for both attendance groups: The- subiect----4-------,
,

matter of the film and interpersonal contact were the.two most
.

.

frequently recorded responses. These two categories accounted

for more than°30% of the total response among both aggregates.

Overall no significant difference -(p2P.05) was found between

6,oups.

!LI

Table 2 presents the mean score,. standard deviation, and

rank for each of the 28 variables relati7 to the other variablep

.
for"theliwo attendance groups. As was reported by the'three

Table 2 About Here kt

0

studies cited in the review of literature, subject matter (plot

and genre) was clearly the most important factor for attendance

decisions. Th6 dat,i presented here also confirmt previous

research which demonstra ted the low salience of "behind-the-

screen" production personnel (producer, director, screenwriter).

Unlike the Silvey and Kenyon and Los Angeles Times studies, a

film's cast was not near the top of the list of important a .

-A
variables. Advertisements and critical commentary in the broad-

cast media were more important than in the print media.

Frequent movie-goers were found to have evaluated more of

fithe 28 va fables as being above the response scale neutral-point

.13 4
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(4.0) in importance than did occasional movie -goers (12 variables

to 7 respectively). This suggests that frequent movie-goers use

more variables to make a choice for movie attendance than do

occasional movie-goers. That is, the component structure -- and

hence appraisal process -- of frequent movie-goers more

sophisticated and complex one than for occasional movie-goers;

more variablek are perceived as important in effeatihg the deci-

sion outcome. The difference in number of salient variables

`between attendance groups can be explained theoretically.

Expectancy x Value -theory, as applied to movie-going, would

suggest that this greater number of client variables influences

frequency of engaging in the behavior: "the more values a person

can achieve by a given form of behavior, the more he will engage

"21
in that behavior." Thus, for the frequent movie-goer, who has

a greater'number of important variables than the occasional

movie-goer, "the values of anticipatedigreward'functions to

enhance or strengthen the impuse to act . "
22

The second research question offered py this study also

-'asked:- What percentage of the movie attendance variance was',
I

predibte0 by these 28 variables? To provide an answer to this

question, the 28 variableg were enteredloy forward stepwise

inclusion in e multiRle regresdion analysis with movie attendance

\
as the dependent variable. In the stepwise regression procedure,

the most powerful independent variable (i.e., that variable whiOh.

explains the greatest amount Of variance in the dependent variable)

is entered first,,followed by the remaining independent variables

according to .the,strength of their. contribution to variance

1.4
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explained in the dependent variable. As Jennrich notes, the

stepwise routine allows the researcher to "steer the (predictor
.

2-variable]. additions by statistieally'meaningful criteria."3

For this study the criteria utilized were: n in predictor list=28,

T=.01, and tolerance=.001.
24

Overall, for the sample as a whole, nearly one-third

(R
2 =31.4, F=1.816, p4(.001) of the movie attendance variance

was explained by these variables. This is a slightly higher

percentage of variance explained than Austin found in his study
*

of college students (R2 =28.6). The summary portion of the

'regression analysis for occasional film-goers is presented in
41.

Table 3 while Table 4 reports the results for, frequent movie-

'Table 3 About Here

Table 4 AbOut Here '

.

goers. As can be seen, 36.0of the variance is explained for
I ,

the occasional group and 89.7% for the frequent-group. Austin's

study of college. students reported R2 values of 32.6% for occasional

tovie-goers and 52.5% for frequent movie-goers.
e

From the sum total of the findings presented in this study

it can be concluded that these 28 variables are more relevant,

or important, to frequent movie-goers than occasional movie-

goers. This conclusion is congruent with what Expectancy x Value

theory would predict in that the more "rewards" or values offered

15
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by a given activity, the more likely one is to engage ilybat

activity.. Therefore, persons who go to the movies more often

than others find more of these variables as valuable and

rewarding to them.. Alterbately, it can be proposed that the

greaterithe number of variables viewed as being imilortant, the

more frequently movie attendance will occur. Expetancyl.x Value

theory would hold the latter statementas more valid than the

former. -Conversely, these variables appear to be of only

limited value to infrequent movie-goers. Thus the predictive.

power of these variables is applicable to a far larger extent

among frequent than occasional Movie-goers.:

CONCLUSION

The 28-variable model for movie attendance decisions presented

Mere offers multitudinous heuristic aspects. Twoctheoretically .

important issues will be briefly addressed here. 25 The method by

which respondents were presented with the 28 variables provides

us with a fairly good indication of these vakablesalience

once the individual has decided:to attend amovie (as opposed to

engaging in some other activity). Thus thepresent study presumes

that the decision to alter existing activities has already .been

reached by the individual. The present study did not, however,

attempt to analyze a necessary ?antecedent condition thereby

leaving a central motivation theory 'question unanswered: What
k

specific condikons determine how an individual initially becomes

motivated toyer `gage in movie-going as an activity? This is an

important theoretical question in need of research attention.

.16
%4t
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The second theoretical issue in need of research attention
A

is the temporal sequence involved in the motivationar.process.

The question for study here is: .Do the 28 variables increase in

importance before frequency-of attendance increases (i.e.,

increased salience causes more frequent movie-going) or does more

frequent movie attendance (explained by some other theoretical

construct) cause increased salience of the Variables? This

question suggests at least two others, each having related theo-

reticalretical implications. First, there is a need to discover the

process by which-individuals assign increased impgrtance to the

'variables. Second, there is a need, to determine the causal .

factors that influence more frequent attendance among some

individuals.

, 17
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FOOTNOTES

1In 1953 Leo A.,Handel ("Hollywood Market Research," The

Quarterly of Film, Radio and Television 7 [Spring 1953]: 304- ,

310) noted that "Audience research is well entrenched in all

media of mass communication except film" (p. 310) and attributed )

this, in part, to Hollywood*s resistance to such research.

2 Bruce'A. Austin, "Film Audience Reerch, 1960-;1980: An

Annotated Bibliography," Journal. of Popular Film and Television

8 (1980, no. 2): 53-60.

3One might wish to compare the simple frequency of movie

audience studies with, for example, those of a much more recent

medium, television. If, for instance, one wishes to assess the

body of literature pertaining to television and motion pictures

vis-a -vis their audiences, and could only use' one book, the point .

regarding the depth and breadth of knowledge concerning film

.

,,audlence research is 'made abundantly clear. For' TV audience

research perhaps the most current and comprehensive book one

would choose to consult wouldbe George,Comstock et al.'s

Tele ision and Human Behavior (New York: Columbia University
)

'Press, 1978) in which one would find 510 pages of text surveying

more than.2500 research reports. In contrast, the,most current

film audience research...book is Leo A..Handel's Hollywood Looks

at Its, Audience (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1950),

containing 227 pages of text and fewer than 100 references.

4Thomas Simonet, "Industry," Film Comment 14 (January:-

February 1978): 72-73.

1.8



5
See for example, Los Angeles Times, A Look at Southern

California Movie-Going (Los Angeles: Los Angeles Times, 1972),

which.found'ithat nearly three-quarters (73%) of its respondents

(teenagers and adults)-reported they had decided to see a partic-

ular picture before deciding 10 go to the movies, rather than the

other way around (i.e., idecid,ing to go to the movies before

deciding which film to see).

6
See for instance: Jay G. Blumler and Elihu Katz, The Uses

of Mass Communication (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1974);

Richard Dembo, "Gratifications Found in Media by British Teenage

Boys," Journalism Quarterly,(0 (Autumn 1973): 517-526; Kenneth A.7-

Kaufman, "Why Do People Go to the Movies? -- A Study of Motion

Picture Attendance as a Socially Comfortable Activity," unpub-

lished M.A. thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1973; James M.

O'Brien, "Experiencing the PopulaD Film: An Audience Gratifica-

tions Study,",unPublished Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern

"University, 1977.

7Marvin E. Olsen, "Motion Picture Attendance and Social

Isolation," Sociological Quarterly 1 (April 1960): 107-116;

Marvin E. Olsen, "Correction of 'MotieD,Picture rttendance and

Social Isolation,'" Sociological Quarterly 6 (Spring 1965): 179.

%9Philip Anast,APPersonality Determinants.bf Mass Media

preferences," Journalism Quarterly 43 ftlinter 1966): 7297732%

9Heinz Hetkhausen, "Achievement Motivation and its Constructs:

A Cognitive Model," Motivation and Emotion -1 (December 1977): 285.

10
A. K. Korman, The Psychology of Motivation (Englewood

Cliffs, NJ: Prenticel-Hall, 1974), p. 122.

..1
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11To cite just a few examples from the plethora of armchair

philosophy available, see: Lee Beaupre, "Grosses Gloss: Breaking

Away at the Box-Office," Film Comment 16 (March-April 1980):

69-73; I. C. Jarvie, Movies and Society (New York: Basic Books,

1970); Michael F. Mayer, The Film Industries, 2141 ed. (New York:

Hastings House, 1978), especially Chapter 5, "The Elements of

Popularity," pp. 33-45; Chris Munsun, "The Marketing of Motion

Pictures," unpublished D.B,A. thesis, University of Southern

'California, 1969.

14"or research on stars see: Gotham Kindem,"4Iollywood's

Movie Star System and the Film Industry in the'1140's," paper

presented at the Fourth Intrhational Conference on Culture and

Communication, Philadelphia, PA, April 1981 and Thomas Simonet,
.

"Performers' Marquee Values in Relation to Top-Grossing Films,"

papr presented at:the Society for Cinema Studies Conference,

Philadelphia, PA, March 1978; for research on critics and film

directors see: Thomas. Simonet and Kenneth Harwood, "Popul r

Favorites and Critics' Darlings Among Film Directors in Amer can

Release, 1930-1971," paper presented at the Society for Cinema
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'TABLE 1

ATTENTION FACTOR FORMOST RECENT

MOVIE EXPERIENCE

OCCASIONAL
MOVIE-GOERS

FREQUENT
MOVIE-GOERS

Theme/plot 42.7% 35.5%
I

Word-of-mouth 20.2%.
. /

.

2246%

Star 14.63 190%

Other 10.1% 12.9%

TV ads 6.7%
.

6.6%

Previews 2..2% 0.0%

Reviews 1,1% 3.2%
1"

Newspaper ads 2.2% 0.0%

X2 =2.96, df=7, p7.05
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TABLE 2

MEAN SCORES* AND RANK-ORDERFOR IMPORTANCE OF

MOVIE ATTENDANCE VARIABLES

OCCASIONAL
MOVIE-GOERS
\(n=93)'

SD Rank

FREQUENT
MOVIE -GOERS

(n=37)

SI5 Rank

Plot 5:27 1.80 2 5.45 1.59 1

Genre 5.33 1.g'2 1' 5.27 1.72 2

Friends' comments 4.94 2.00 3 5.27 2-06 2

TV ads 4.45 1.93 4 4.75 2.12 3

Title 4.16 2.05 5 4.75 1.86 3

Color.photography 4.05 2046 6 4.75 2.33 3

Previews 3.95 2.17 9 4.70 2.14 4

Radio ads 3.90 2.00 10 4.40 241 5

Black & white photography, 3.76 2.38 11 4.29 2.37 7

Music 3.69 2.26 13 4.40 2.30 5

MPAA rating 3.72 2,16 12 4.35 2.17, 6

Price of admission 3.97 2.15 4. 3.62 2.27 11

Ptoxillty of theater 4.02 2.25 7 3.32 1.76 14

Female "star 3.54 2.32 14 ,4.02 2.40 8

Male star 3.12 2.09 16 3.94 2.32 9

Newspaper ads 3.13 1.91 15 3.81 1.96 10

Magazine ads 3.10 1.90 17 3.27 1.92 15

TV critics 2.96 1.79 19 3.48 2.12 13

Oscar nomination 2,84 1.97 21 -3.24 2.15 16

Oscar winning 2.91 2.04 20 3.54 2.18 12

Radio critics 2.69 1.66 24 3.21 1.91 17

Parents' comments. 2.82 1.82 22 2.67 1.95 20

Incidental costs . 2.97 2.18 18 2.24 1.72 24

Magazine critics 2:72 1.84 23* 2.75 '1.77 18

Newspaper critics 2.67 1.77 25 2.72 '1.92 19

Producer , -1.74 1.51 26 2.48 2.04

Director 1.69 1.53 27 2.43 1.99 22

Writer 1.44 1.03 28 2.32 1.91 23
(

R..by column , 3.41 3.76

SD by column 1.96 2.04

el=very unimportant, *f=very important 24
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TABLE 3

'SUMMAR'Y TABLE FOR STEPWISE REGRESSION WITH MOVIE

ATTENDANCE AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: OCCASIONAL MOVIE-GOERS

PREDICTOR VARIABLES R2 BETA

Radio ads

Writer

Black & white photography

.057

.114

.140

.089

-.285

.267

Proximity of theater .163 -.360

Genre ..187 .388

Oscar winning .212 .566

Magazine ads .234 -.424

Fr;iends' comments .261 .181

Radio critics .276 .269

Plot .294 -418

Previfws r
.309 .154

Male star .323 -.157

Oscar nomination .334 -.351

Color photography .338 -.122

Title .343 \_./.076
4

Female star .346 .077

MPAA ratings .349 .052

Incidental costs .352
'

-.079

Parents' comments '''.. .354 -.077

''.4.(ewspaper ads .357 -.090

Price of admission .358 .044

TV ads 359 -.031

Music .359 -.031

TV critics .360 -.031

Producer .360 . .017

Constant 2.498
too.

overallF*509
df=2I567

p> .05

adjusted R2=.121

25
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY TABLE FOR STEPWISE REGRESSION WITH MOVIE

ATTENDANCE AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: FREQUENT MOVIE-GOERS

PREDICTOR VARIABLES R
2 BETA

Producer

IncideAtal costs .244

Oscar winning :329

Friends' comments .384

Radio ads 4467

Title .536

Female.star .600

Previews .637

Plot .676

Parents' comments .697

Price of admission .709

Black & white photography' .734

Newspaper ads .738

Genre .755

Music 4q67

Writer .794

Magazine ads .813

Oscar nomination .822

Color photography .837

Male star .861

Magazine critics .870

Proximity of theater .872

TV critics .876

Radio critics .882

Ty ads .y .889

Newspaper critics .894

MPAA rating .897

Constant 5.001

overall F=2.930

df=27,9'

p4(.05

adjusted R
2-.591
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-.689

-.357

.027

.714.

-.717

,.411

-.105

-A23

-.054

.587

.4410

.18

-.474,

-.019

.584

;453

;092.

-.152

. -.414

-.155

.356

.824

-.555

%517

-.289

.182

1

.10
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